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COMPREHENSIVE COLLECTIONS 
ENHANCE SCHOLARSHIP
8LI�GSPPIGXMSRW�MR�)EVP]�)YVSTIER�&SSOW�FVMRK�SRPMRI�SZIV�����
years of remarkable works from  pre-18th century Europe.

As a continually growing series of collections, Early European 
&SSOW�EPPS[W�YRPMQMXIH�EGGIWW�XS�XLSYWERHW�SJ�TVI������
books and rare incunabula printed in Europe. It embraces the 
X[S�ERH�E�LEPJ�GIRXYVMIW�JSPPS[MRK�+YXIRFIVKŭW�MRZIRXMSR�SJ�
QSZEFPI�X]TI�MR�XLI�QMH���XL�GIRXYV]��[LMGL�[MXRIWWIH�ER�
unprecedented proliferation and dissemination of literature 
throughout Europe. In keeping with the tenor of the time, 
religious works dominate, but there is no shortage of secular 
QEXIVMEP�GSRGIVRMRK�IZIV]�ƤIPH�SJ�LYQER�XLSYKLX�ERH�EGXMZMX]�

Drawing from a diverse array of primary sources in their 
original languages, this acclaimed series opens the door to in- 
depth scholarship that was once limited to fragile manuscripts 
LSYWIH�MR�JEV�ƥYRK�MRWXMXYXMSRW�

Developed and produced in collaboration with scholars, 
rare book librarians, bibliographers and other experts, Early 
European Books offers millions of fully searchable pages 
scanned directly from the original printed sources in high-
resolution full color.

 Each item is captured in its entirety, complete with binding, 
edges, endpapers, blank pages and any loose inserts. 
The result is a wealth of information about the physical 
characteristics and histories of the original work.

• Detailed descriptive bibliographic metadata accompanies 
each set of document images to support browsing        
and searching.

• ProQuest’s partnership with the Universal Short 
Title Catalogue (USTC) further improves access and 
discoverability of materials essential to researchers of the 
early modern era.

SAVES TRAVEL TIME AND BUDGET
1SVI�XLER��������[SVOW�ERH�����QMPPMSR�TEKIW�SJ�GSRXIRX�EVI�
currently included, with new titles added regularly. No other 
online source offers such a wide survey of the print output 
SJ�)YVSTI�JVSQ������������VIQSZMRK�XLI�RIIH�JSV�PIRKXL]�
research trips and saving valuable time and budget.

PROQUEST AND USTC 
ProQuest is a proud partner of the Universal Short Title 
Catalogue (USTC) of the University of St. Andrews, Scotland.

Together, our two organizations will select future collections 
JSV�)EVP]�)YVSTIER�&SSOW��))&��MR�EHHMXMSR��PIZIVEKMRK�XLI�
USTC’s expertise in this historical period, enhanced metadata 
to improve access and discoverability within and across the 
collections has been added.

• A single place to search the most comprehensive 
collection of Early Modern works.

• EEB and its enhanced metadata is in synch with the 
prestigious USTC roadmap that lists European books from 
the Early Modern Period.

• 8LI�978'�WYFNIGX�GPEWWMƤGEXMSR�JIEXYVI�JEGMPMXEXIW�E�
search according to themes in English across multiple 
language texts.

• Our editors have captured searchable special page 
features such as marginalia, coat of arms, maps, charts 
and illustrations.

• The page images can be viewed in greater detail using 
Zoomify technology.

• Author search will identify the millions of contributors 
to creative works, including writers, artists, researchers, 
producers, publishers and  more. 

• Scholarly papers that review themes across the entire 
collection will lift out lesser known works of interest to 
Early Modernists.

4          proquest.com/go/eeb
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EARLY EUROPEAN BOOKS 
Early European Books has moved from its legacy Chadwyck-
Healey interface, to the powerful, newly-enhanced ProQuest 
platform! With its clean interface and responsive design, the 
ProQuest platform delivers a modern research experience 
that guides users’ discovery, access and management of rich, 
diverse content sources.

And now, with the similar migration of Early English Books 
Online to the ProQuest platform, materials in Early European 
Books or Early English Books Online can be viewed in isolation 
or as part of Early Modern Books (EMB), which provides an 
integrated search and browse experience. Materials can be 
WIEVGLIH�ERH�SV�FVS[WIH�F]�XLI�JSPPS[MRK��EQSRKWX�SXLIV�
options:

• Date

• Author

• Country of publication

• Language

• 978'�GPEWWMƤGEXMSR

• Page features

Searching both English printed titles alongside European titles 
could provide new discoveries of works that have travelled 
geographically and linguistically across Europe.

EEBO and EMB, alongside any other databases that your 
institution has access to, are selected via the Change 
Databases menu in the ProQuest Platform’s main navigation, 
which appears on every page.

“The scanned color images in 
Early European Books means 
it can be better than looking at 
real books.”

– Dr. Edward Wilson-Lee, Fellow in English, 
University of Cambridge

proquest.com/go/eeb          5
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COMPREHENSIVE METADATA  
ENHANCES DISCOVERY 
Early European Books augments its remarkable collections of 
digitized material with technology that makes search, retrieval 
and investigation much easier for scholars, faculty, librarians 
and other researchers.

Enhanced metadata. The USTC has reviewed and 
standardized the datasets applying their own Subject 
'PEWWMƤGEXMSRW�XS�IEGL�[SVO��8LMW�TVSZMHIW�ER�EHHMXMSREP�
discovery layer for Early European Books that streamlines 
ERH�MQTVSZIW�WIEVGL�VIWYPXW�JSV�YWIVW��8LIWI�RI[�ƤIPHW�
GSZIV�E�FVSEH�VERKI�SJ�WYFNIGXW�JVSQ�EGEHIQMG�HMWWIVXEXMSR��
EKVMGYPXYVI��EVX�ERH�EVGLMXIGXYVI��EWXVSPSK]��FMFPIW��QIHMGEP�
XI\XW��TSPMXMGEP�XVEGXW�ERH�QER]�SXLIVW��1SVISZIV��XLI�978'�
LEW�RSVQEPM^IH�QIXEHEXE�SR�XLI�JSPPS[MRK�ƤIPHW��TPEGI�SJ�
TVMRXMRK��VIKMSR�SJ�TVMRXMRK��PERKYEKI��ERH�]IEV�HEXI�VERKI��
Because place of publication has been standardized across all 
the material, the translation of this material can be interpreted 
as scatter points on a scatter map.

Scatter map feature. Discovery of content for Early European 
Books is made even more remarkable with ProQuest’s 
innovative scatter map feature. Researchers will choose their 
subject matter from a comprehensive metadata list (with 
XLI�EFMPMX]�XS�ƤPXIV�F]�PERKYEKI��HEXI�SJ�TYFPMGEXMSR��WSYVGI�
PMFVEV]�ERH�978'�WYFNIGX�GPEWWMƤGEXMSRW��ERH�XLI�MRXIVEGXMZI��
immersive scatter map displays thumbnail results visually. 
8LMW�JYRGXMSR�PIXW�VIWIEVGLIVW�ƤRH�GSRRIGXMSRW�[MXLMR�ERH�
among material that they may not have realized before – 
helping validate or clarify research and views. Results from 
the scatter map can then link directly to the full digitized page 
in Early European Books.

Filter by subject matter. Select a subject to narrow the 
map visualization.

Select a circle on the map to view the book details.

Filter books by publication year.

Filter by language.

Filter by source library.

proquest.com/go/eeb          6
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“[ProQuest Early European Books] is a 
developing resource, which is going 
to ultimately have a sensational 
impact on our understanding of the 
economic, social, political, religious 
and literary culture of the early 
modern period.”

– Prof. Andrew Pettegree, University of  
St. Andrews and Director, USTC

Additional case studies and resources can be found at proquest.com/go/eeb 

Read the Case Study from historian 
Arthur der Weduwen, University of          
St. Andrews: 

Early English Books Collection 12: 
Exploring the Impact of the Printing 
Press on Dissemination of Political and             
State Communication.

proquest.com/go/arthurderweduwen-eeb 

Read the Case Study from 
Simon Hudson, Senior Metadata                
Editor, ProQuest: 

Early English Books Collection 11:                                                                  
Early European Books and the 
Reformation. Simon Hudson explains 
how Early European Books deepen 
research and learning.

proquest.com/go/simonhudson-eeb 

Read the Case Study from Professor Andrew Pettegree:

Opening New Worlds to Researchers with Early Modern Historical Materials. 
Professor Pettegree, director of the Universal Short Title Catalogue (USTC), 
discusses USTC’s collaboration with ProQuest, challenges in the study of 
early print books, and the future of scholarship in this area.

proquest.com/go/andrewpettegree-eeb 
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)EVP]�)YVSTIER�&SSOW�'SPPIGXMSR����
Exploring the Impact of the Printing Press on the Dissemination  
of Political and State Communication

AN ESSAY

&]�%VXLYV�HIV�;IHY[IR��,MWXSVMER�EX�9RMZIVWMX]�SJ�7X��%RHVI[W�

8LI�KVS[XL�SJ�XLI�WXEXI�[EW�SRI�SJ�XLI�HIƤRMRK�GLEVEGXIVMWXMGW�SJ�XLI�IEVP]�QSHIVR�TIVMSH��
Europe’s kings, princes and regents steadily accrued more political power over territories 
great and small. The absolutist rule of King Louis XIV of France (1638-1715) is the most 
famous example of the expansion of state power in this period. Yet everywhere throughout 
Europe political authority was gradually transferring from the hands of many feudal and 
ecclesiastical lords to a smaller number of potentates and representative assemblies. 

This authority was a privilege, but it carried responsibilities. The wars waged by Louis and his 
enemies required immense taxation. To push through the commercial and industrial reforms 
implemented by Louis’s chief minister Colbert, the state had to rely on the consent of its 
GMXM^IRW��6IKYPEXMSRW�LEH�XS�FI�I\TPEMRIH��ERH�RI[�XE\EXMSR�QIEWYVIW�LEH�XS�FI�NYWXMƤIH��

Legislation was not valid without publication to the people. For centuries Europe’s rulers 
had communicated the law to their subjects through proclamations made by royal heralds, 
GMZMG�SJƤGMEPW�ERH�XS[R�GVMIVW��;SVH�SJ�QSYXL�VIQEMRIH�XLI�JSVIQSWX�QIHMYQ�SJ�WXEXI�
communication throughout the early modern period. But from the late 15th century onward, 
Europe’s authorities increasingly turned to the printing press to bolster their  
communication strategies. 

The digital collections of Early European Books currently present a corpus of 854 printed 
ordinances, edicts, proclamations and other state publications, ranging from the 15th to 
XLI�PEXI���XL�GIRXYVMIW��1SWX�WXEXI�TYFPMGEXMSRW�MR�XLI�GSVTYW�EVI�MR�*VIRGL�SV�(YXGL�� 
FYX�XLI�GSPPIGXMSR�EPWS�MRGPYHIW�+IVQER��(ERMWL��-XEPMER�ERH�7TERMWL�MXIQW��;LMPI�0EXMR�VIQEMRIH�XLI�MRXIVREXMSREP�PERKYEKI�SJ�WGLSPEVWLMT��
state communication was a vernacular process. The law had to be communicated to citizens of all ranks and education.

This body of content provides unparalleled insight into the role played by the printing press in communicating legislation to the people.
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Early European Books Collection 11 
and the Reformation
7MQSR�,YHWSR��7IRMSV�1IXEHEXE�)HMXSV�EX�4VS5YIWX��I\TPEMRW�LS[�)EVP]�)YVSTIER�&SSOW�
deepen research and learning.  

October 31st 2017 marked the 500th anniversary of the beginning of the Protestant Reformation.  It’s a moment in Christian 
religious history that’s dated so precisely because this was the day in 1517 when Martin Luther (1483-1546) is said to have 
posted his famed Ninety-Five Theses�XS�XLI�HSSV�SJ�%PP�7EMRXWŭ�'LYVGL�MR�XLI�WQEPP�+IVQER�YRMZIVWMX]�XS[R�SJ�;MXXIRFIVK�

The posting itself was an everyday event. The church door was used routinely as 
a kind of bulletin board for church and university business. And the message of 
his theses, primarily a protest against the then common church practice of selling 
indulgences, was controversial but not unprecedented.

2IZIVXLIPIWW��XLI�GMVGYQWXERGIW�ERH�XMQMRK�SJ�0YXLIVŭW�EGX�TVSZIH�WYJƤGMIRX�XS�WIX�
MR�XVEMR�E�WTPMRXIVMRK�MR�;IWXIVR�'LVMWXMERMX]�XLEX�VIQEMRW�YRQIRHIH�XS�XLI�TVIWIRX�
day, and which led to the establishment of a variety of different Protestant churches 
ERH�WIGXW�ũ�RSX�PIEWX�XLI�0YXLIVER�'LYVGL���XLEX�LEZI�WMRGI�WTVIEH�EGVSWW�)YVSTI�
and the world.

Of course, dissension in the history of Christianity was scarcely anything new.  
8LI�+VIEX�7GLMWQ�SJ�������F]�SFZMSYW�I\EQTPI��HMZMHIH�'LVMWXIRHSQ�FIX[IIR�XLI�
6SQER�'EXLSPMG�ERH�)EWXIVR�3VXLSHS\�GLYVGLIW��[LMPI�XLI�PEXIV�;IWXIVR�7GLMWQ�
SJ�����������FVMIƥ]�HMZMHIH�XLI�'EXLSPMG�'LYVGL�EKEMRWX�MXWIPJ�SZIV�VMZEP�GPEMQW�XS�
the papal throne. Even some of Luther’s calls for reform were anticipated by those 
SJ�TVIZMSYW�SYXWTSOIR�HMWWMHIRX�TVMIWXW�PMOI�XLI�)RKPMWLQER�.SLR�;]GPMJJI������W�
�����ERH�XLI�'^IGL�.ER�,YW�������������XLI�PEXXIV�FIMRK�FYVRIH�EX�XLI�WXEOI�EW�
a heretic for his views.

&YX��[LMPI�XLIWI�IEVPMIV�ƤKYVIW�[IVI�MR�XLIMV�S[R�[E]�MRƥYIRXMEP��0YXLIVŭW�MQTEGX�
proved more widespread and decisive.

AN ESSAY

3TIRMRK�2I[�;SVPHW�XS�6IWIEVGLIVW�
[MXL�)EVP]�1SHIVR�,MWXSVMGEP�1EXIVMEPW�
4VSJIWWSV�%RHVI[�4IXXIKVII�MW�E�VIRS[RIH�&VMXMWL�LMWXSVMER�ERH�E�PIEHMRK�I\TIVX�SR�)YVSTI�HYVMRK�
XLI�6IJSVQEXMSR��,I�LSPHW�E�TVSJIWWSVWLMT�EX�7X�%RHVI[W�9RMZIVWMX]��XLI�SPHIWX�SJ�JSYV�ERGMIRX�
YRMZIVWMXMIW�MR�7GSXPERH��[LIVI�LI�MW�XLI�HMVIGXSV�SJ�XLI�9RMZIVWEP�7LSVX�8MXPI�'EXEPSK��978'��8LI�
978'�MW�E�GSPPIGXMZI�HEXEFEWI�SJ�EPP�XMXPIW�TYFPMWLIH�MR�)YVSTI�FIX[IIR�XLI�MRZIRXMSR�SJ�TVMRXMRK�
ERH�XLI�IRH�SJ�XLI���XL�GIRXYV]��

4VS5YIWX�ERH�XLI�978'�EVI�GSPPEFSVEXMRK�XS�MQTVSZI�EGGIWW�ERH�HMWGSZIVEFMPMX]�SJ�QEXIVMEPW�
essential to scholarship of the early modern era. Prof. Pettegree discussed this relationship, 
challenges in the study of early print books, and the future of scholarship in this area. 

Print ignited a new era in European history
The advent of printing, according to Prof Pettegree, is one of the 
“foundational technical developments” to distinguish the medieval period 
from the early modern era. Before the invention of printing, books had to 
be hand-copied, one by one. 

“A time-consuming retail process,” Prof. Pettegree pointed out. 

4VMRXMRK�IREFPIH�XLI�UYMGO�TVSHYGXMSR�SJ�QYPXMTPI�GSTMIW��RSX�NYWX�SJ�FSSOW��
but of pamphlets and ephemera.  As a result, people gained access to 
a proliferation of information, inspiring an interest in a broader scope 
of affairs, and inviting a broader exchange of ideas. The study of early 
)YVSTIER�TVMRX�QEXIVMEPW�PIRHW�GVMXMGEP�MRWMKLX�MRXS�E�XVIQIRHSYW�GYPXYVEP�
shift that rippled around the globe.

Ű8LMW�MW�XLI�TIVMSH�[LIR�)YVSTI�FIKER�PSSOMRK�SYX[EVH�XS�XLI�[SVPH�ű�4VSJ��
Pettegree said. “Political engagement became commonplace. This is 
when society started to involve a far greater number of people in political 
decision making.”
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A CASE STUDY

THE PROFOUND IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY  
ON RESEARCH 
Digitization of early modern books has revolutionized scholarship 
by enabling around-the-clock access to rare material that was once 
PMQMXIH�XS�XLSWI�[MXL�XLI�XMQI�ERH�FYHKIX�XS�ZMWMX�JEV�ƥYRK�TPEGIW��
 

Watch a video on digitization of Early 
European Books, at proquest.com/go/
eebvideo with commentary by renowned 
British historian Professor Andrew Pettegree. 
See the careful digitization process and major 
efforts to provide researchers with high- 
UYEPMX]�ƤPQMRK��

“Early European Books presents this material on an accessible 
platform that allows the user to dive into the texts and read them 
almost as if they were in hand.”

– Arthur der Weduwen, University of St. Andrews

http://proquest.com/go/eeb
http://proquest.com/go/arthurderweduwen-eeb
http://proquest.com/go/simonhudson-eeb
http://proquest.com/go/andrewpettegree-eeb
http://proquest.com/go/eebvideo
http://proquest.com/go/eebvideo


Extend research and support multidisciplinary research by enabling primary-source exploration of 
life and culture in the early modern era.

Talk to your ProQuest representative to see how Early European Books and related resource  
)EVP]�)RKPMWL�&SSOW�3RPMRI�ƤX�MRXS�]SYV�MRWXMXYXMSRŭW�GSPPIGXMSR��ERH�request a personalized demo.

Learn more at proquest.com/go/eeb

Premier Partners 
Leading European research libraries trust ProQuest to safely digitize their irreplaceable historic material for inclusion in Early 
European Books. Partner institutions include:

•  Det Kongelige Bibliotek (KBDK)/The Royal Library, Copenhagen –�)EVP]�)YVSTIER�&SSOWŭ�ƤVWX�TEVXRIV�PMFVEV]��XLI�/&(/�MW�(IRQEVOŭW�
national library and holds an almost complete collection of all Danish books printed since 1482. Collection 1 of Early European Books 
[EW�QEHI�YT�SJ�ZSPYQIW�JVSQ�XLI�/&(/�MR�MXW�IRXMVIX]�ERH��XS�HEXI��/&(/�QEXIVMEP�MW�E�GSQTSRIRX�SJ�'SPPIGXMSR������ERH����(MKMXM^EXMSR�
was carried out at the library. 

•  Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Firenze (BNCF)/The National Central Library, Florence – Early European Books’ second partner library, 
XLI�&2'*�MW�SRI�SJ�XLI�X[S�GIRXVEP�PMFVEVMIW�SJ�-XEP]��3VMKMREPP]�JSYRHIH�MR������[LIR�XLI�WGLSPEV�%RXSRMS�1EKPMEFIGLM�FIUYIEXLIH��������
books, the library quickly became a repository for all published works in Tuscany. Its holdings combined with those of the Biblioteca 
4EPEXMRE�MR�������F]������MX�LEH�FIGSQI�E�VITSWMXSV]�JSV�XLI�[LSPI�SJ�-XEP]�ERH�MR������MX�FIGEQI�SJƤGMEPP]�ORS[R�EW�XLI�2EXMSREP�'IRXVEP�
Library of Florence. The entirety of Collection 2 is material from the BNCF while further volumes from the BNCF form components of 
'SPPIGXMSR���ERH����(MKMXM^EXMSR�[EW�GEVVMIH�SYX�EX�XLI�PMFVEV]���

•  Koninklijke Bibliotheek (KBNL)/The Royal Library of the Netherlands in The Hague – Founded in 1798, the library has a collection 
that contains almost the entire literature of the Netherlands, from early manuscripts to the most recent publications. Publication of 
QEXIVMEP�JVSQ�XLI�/&20�FIKER�[MXL�'SPPIGXMSR����MRMXMEPP]�[MXL�ER�EKVIIQIRX�XS�HMKMXM^I�XLI�IRXMVI�/&20�GSPPIGXMSR�SJ�QEXIVMEP�TVMRXIH�MR�XLI�
2IXLIVPERHW�FIJSVI�������ETTVS\MQEXIP]��������MXIQW��[MXL�ER�STXMSR�XS�I\XIRH�XLMW�TVSKVEQ�XS�XLI�HMKMXM^EXMSR�SJ�XLI�PMFVEV]ŭW�LSPHMRKW�
SJ�FSSOW�TVMRXIH�SYXWMHI�XLI�2IXLIVPERHW�FIJSVI������

•  Wellcome Library, London –�*SYRHIH�SR�XLI�TVMZEXI�GSPPIGXMSR�SJ�7MV�,IRV]�;IPPGSQI�������������XLI�PMFVEV]ŭW�VMGL�LSPHMRKW�IRGSQTEWW�
the history of medicine and include works on alchemy, anthropology and ethnology. Henry Wellcome began collecting books in the late 
����W��WIEVGLMRK�XLI�[SVPH�JSV�E�HMZIVWI�VERKI�SJ�FSSOW�ERH�FY]MRK�GSPPIGXMSRW�WYGL�EW�;MPPMEQ�1SVVMWŭW�PMFVEV]�ERH�XLI�PMFVEV]�SJ�.SWITL�
*VERO�4E]RI��PMFVEVMER�XS�XLI�6S]EP�'SPPIKI�SJ�4L]WMGMERW��%W�[MXL�XLI�/&20��QEXIVMEP�JVSQ�XLI�;IPPGSQI�FIKMRW�[MXL�'SPPIGXMSR���

•  Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF)/National Library of France, Paris – Intended as the national repository of everything published 
MR�*VERGI��XLI�SVMKMRW�SJ�XLI�PMFVEV]�KS�FEGO�XS������ERH�XLI�VS]EP�GSPPIGXMSR�IWXEFPMWLIH�F]�'LEVPIW�:��*MVWX�STIRIH�XS�XLI�TYFPMG�MR�������
over the centuries the collection grew in size and shifted location on numerous occasions. During the French Revolution, the collection 
W[IPPIH�XS�SZIV���������ZSPYQIW�ERH��PEXIV��YRHIV�2ETSPISRŭW�VIMKR��FIGEQI�IWXEFPMWLIH�EW�*VERGIŭW�REXMSREP�VITSWMXSV]��8LI�ƤVWX�QEXIVMEP�
JVSQ�XLI�PMFVEV]�[EW�VIPIEWIH�EW�TEVX�SJ�'SPPIGXMSR���MR�������*YVXLIV�QEXIVMEP�[MPP�FI�MR�WXERH�EPSRI�GSPPIGXMSRW��XLI�ƤVWX�SJ�WYGL�MW�
'SPPIGXMSR����VIPIEWIH�MR�������JSPPS[IH�F]�'SPPIGXMSR���VIPIEWIH�MR�������'SPPIGXMSR����VIPIEWIH�MR�������'SPPIGXMSR����VIPIEWIH�MR�������
'SPPIGXMSR����VIPIEWIH�MR�������'SPPIGXMSR����VIPIEWIH�MR�������ERH�'SPPIGXMSRW�������XS�FI�VIPIEWIH�MR������

������086�7+�'7�.)&������

To talk to the sales department, contact us at 
1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.
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